Present Simple Questions

(Question word) + DO / DOES + SUBJECT + MAIN VERB + (THE REST)

Do you like techno music?
Does she play table tennis?
Where does Tracy live?
How many cats do they have?

A Order the words to make questions. Don’t forget the question mark.

1. meat | you | eat | do
2. does | magazines | your sister | buy
3. in Valencia | rain | it | does
4. what | you | do | do
5. what time | you | do | get up
6. your parents | go away | how often | do

B Correct the mistakes. Don’t forget the question mark.

1. You like fish?
2. They go to your school?
3. Does your Mum drinks coffee?
4. Do your partner cook?
5. Where does Penelope Cruz lives?

C Make questions. Don’t forget the question mark.

1. Does Mike listens to the radio.
2. What I watch the Simpsons.
4. When 
5. Where My friends go to the disco on Friday nights.
6. What time They go to bed at half past eleven.
**Answers**

**A**
1. Do you eat meat?
2. Does your sister buy magazines?
3. Does it rain in Valencia?
4. What do you do?
5. What time do you get up?
6. How often do your parents go away?

**B**
1. You like fish?
   Do you like fish?
2. They go to your school?
   Do they go to your school?
3. Does your Mum drinks coffee?
   Does your Mum drink coffee?
4. Do your partner cook?
   Does your partner cook?
5. Where does Penelope Cruz lives?
   Where does Penelope Cruz live?

**C**
1. Mike listens to the radio.
   Does Mike listen to the radio.
2. I watch the Simpsons.
   What do you watch?
3. Lily Allen lives in London.
   Where does Lily Allen live?
4. My friends go to the disco on Friday nights.
   When do your friends go to the disco?
5. They go to bed at half past eleven.
   What time do they go to bed?